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Abstract—Thiis paper analyyses the probleems of imagingg small
nd fast boats w
with synthetic aaperture radarrs (SAR), whicch may
an
exxperience severre defocusing and/or smeariing. This situaation is
en
ncountered, in
nter alia, in ocean trafffic monitoringg and
su
urveillance app
plications wherre the detectioon of small an
nd fast
veessels is of greeat interest. Th
he target mod
deling and imp
pact of
moving vessels in
n SAR images are presented
d and discussed
d using
sim
mulated resultts. A matched filter bank (M
MFB) is used before
ap
pplying movin
ng-target indiccation (MTI) techniques ovver the
mu
ultichannel SA
AR images, reefocusing the target signal in the
azzimuth domain
n and enhancin
ng the detectab
bility of these tyypes of
veessels.
—Moving-targget indication (MTI), Space--Borne
Index Terms—
Raadar (SBR), radar detectioon, ocean surveillance, syn
nthetic
ap
perture radar ((SAR), Matcheed Filter Bank ((MFB).

T

I. INTR
RODUCTION

HE GROW
WING interest iin maritime traaffic monitorinng has
created the need to designn new instrum
ments and technniques
foor moving-targget indication (MTI) and deetection purposes. In
this subject, Sppace-Borne Raadars (SBR) inn Low Earth Orbits
LEO) offer thhe advantage of observing large areas with
w
a
(L
reasonable operrating cost [1]..
Medium and large vessels typically apppear as bright group
off pixels in SA
AR images [2], which conttrast with the lower
cluutter backgrouund. Howeverr for small booats the target signal
m
may appear buuried in clutter and noise. This is the case of
riggid-hulled infflatable boatss (RHIB), whhich can harddly be
deetected by SBRs, except foor calm seas aand slow kinem
matics
[3]. In this papper the kinem
matics of smalll and fast shiips are
m
modeled to anaalyze the impaact on SAR im
mages. The ggoal of
this paper is too evaluate thee small and fa
fast vessel dettection
peerformance off a processing chain includinng a MFB [9] where
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eachh filter coverss a range of chirp
c
rates, taaking into acccount
bothh vessel veelocity and acceleration, combined with
mulltichannel MT
TI-SAR techniqques [7].
II. TARGETT MODELING
A. Radar Cross--Section
Too provide reprresentative raddar cross secttion (RCS) for the
RHIIB in this sim
mulation, a 3D
D radar refleectivity modell has
beenn developed based on a mesh of parameterized radar
r
scatttering canonical shapes. Thhe backscatterring response of 6
canoonical shapes [4] is mappeed by parameetric models uusing
dom
minant scattering terms from
m geometric thheory of diffracction
(GT
TD) and physsical optics (P
PO) solutionss. Additionallly to
ensuure solution stability
s
over all possible vviewing directions,
quaternion matheematics has repplaced Euler T
Transforms.
R
RCS, a frame of thee vessel wateerline
Too model the RHIB
outlline was consstructed to meet specified dimensions ((10m
lenggth x 3m beam
m). From this frame, a compputer aided deesign
(CA
AD) model was
w created annd used to iidentify 15 R
RHIB
canoonical elements, their dimensions andd offset possition
(inccluding orientaation) from thee body frame ccentroid (Fig. 1).
Duuring the radar observaation time, for every radar
r
illum
mination pulsse, the posittions of the RHIB scatteering
elem
ments are projjected into raadar grid usinng the SAR im
mage
disccretization. Thhe complex scattering off each elemennt is
calcculated with tthe parametricc models and coherently added
alloowing the com
mputation of thhe target raw data in a pulsse to
pulsse basis.
B. Vessel kinemaatics
R
Realistic vesseel kinematics includes acceelerations resuulting
from
m trajectory vvelocity changges and by thee interaction of the
vesssel with the seea. This was m
modeled in a simulation enngine
thatt allows a vessel
v
to alteer course andd speed betw
ween
wayypoints and a model
m
of the iinteraction bettween the locaal sea
charracteristics annd the vessel dyynamical propperties.
T
The attitude off a vessel in a seaway cann be broken down
d
intoo 6 elementaryy oscillatory motions, 3 trranslation mottions
heavve, surge and sway togetherr with 3 rotational motions yyaw,
pitcch and roll. A
As an initial eestimate, these motions caan be

Fig. 1. RHIB Reference and CAD moddel.
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treated as independent modes and then coupled using the
forcing provided by the incoming wave and its direction. The
roll and pitch periods for a vessel can be estimated using
empirical equations that base upon the vessel dimensions.
Then, using wind vector parameters passed to the simulation
[5], a significant wave height and period can be determined
using a sea spectrum formulation [6].
With the sea and vessel dynamics characterized, a novel 6degree of freedom kinematic propagator facilitates solution of
the kinematic state of the RHIB centre of gravity (CoG) for a
set of discrete time steps during the SAR image acquisition.
This propagator resolves the RHIB-wave encounter frequency,
the amplitudes of the 6 elementary motions and then scales
these amplitudes to the RHIB using a Lorentzian function
based on the modal natural frequencies. The wave elevation
discrepancy between hull and CoG is solved using a 2D
intersection model utilising the waterline outline and injects an
additional phase offset into the final motion.
The resultant amplitude of the CoG motion can be solved as
function of the maximum amplitude, the encounter frequency
(ωe) and the wave elevation phase offset (ε), for a set of time
steps corresponding to the pulse repetition frequency of the
SBR during the acquisition
( )=

cos (

)+

.

(1)

A geometry engine provided by Satellite Tool Kit (STK)
allows solution of the scattering elements motion relative to
the CoG using the element position parameters. Higher order
kinematic terms (velocity and acceleration) are generated
utilising a 3rd order Hermite polynomial interpolation scheme.
Once the kinematics are generated, the motion of each
scattering element is projected into the SBR coordinates.
III. SIGNAL MODEL
For a monostatic SAR in X-Band working in stripmap
mode, the signal captured by the antenna can be expressed
using the vector notation [13-14]
= ( )+ (

)+ ,

∈

(2)

as the addition of target signal ( ), sea clutter ( ) and
noise ; where
and
are the moving target and clutter
parameter vectors respectively (range, velocities and
accelerations) and M is the number of channels.
A. Moving Target
Let us first consider a point target with uniform accelerated
rectilinear motion in the slant range-azimuth plane. Assuming
with
a flat Earth geometry with the platform moving at
respect to ground, the range history equation during the
observation time can be written as

R (η ) =
2

2

a sr 2 
a



η  +  ( v p − v az )η + az η 2  ≈
 R 0 + v srη +
2
2





(3)
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+ a sr  η 2 ,
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being η the azimuth time, R0 the slant range at η=0, v the target
velocity, a the target acceleration, and the subscripts az and sr
refer to azimuth and slant range components, respectively. The
right-hand part of equation (3) corresponds to a second order
Taylor series expansion around η=0.
The acquired low-pass equivalent range compressed signal
in time domain with a zero-squint angle acquisition can be
expressed as follows:
2 R (η ) 

S R C (τ , η ) ≈ A0 ⋅ p r τ −
 ⋅ w a [η − η c ]
c0 




4π f 0
4 π f 0 v sr 
η
⋅ ex p  − j
R 0  ⋅ ex p  − j
c0
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with τ representing the range time (or fast time), pr the range
compressed pulse envelope (i.e: a sinc-like function) and wa
the antenna weighting function (i.e: squared azimuth pattern).
The second exponential term in (4) represents a shift in the
Doppler spectrum of the target due to the across-track velocity
component [7], which results into an azimuth displacement in
the SAR image. In the case of high radial velocities the target
spectrum can either fall out of the Doppler processing band or
re-enter in the back-folded spectrum as an ambiguity.
Furthermore they produce a high range walk not compensated
by the azimuthal filters which, for high speed values, can
impact in the slant range resolution. The third exponential
term in (4) represents the Doppler frequency rate (ka),
exploited for the azimuth compression [8]. As can be seen, the
Doppler rate is mainly affected by vaz and asr [7,9], producing
a mismatch with the stationary world matched filter (SWMF).
Therefore, the Doppler rate error can be defined as the
Doppler frequency rate difference between the moving and a
static target resulting in azimuth defocusing [7]:
kε = k a − k0 =

2
2  v az − 2 v p v az
+ a sr

R0
λ


 ,


(5)

B. Clutter and noise
The undesirable captured components are the background
sea scattering ( ) and the thermal noise . In the simulation
the sea clutter is modeled as a zero mean complex Gaussian
represents the
process, c(ϑc ) ∈ C~N(0, σ , ), where
correlation matrix between channels. The clutter power has
been obtained using the model presented in [10], which
provides the normalized RCS σ as a function of the
frequency, polarization, incidence angle and sea state.
Assuming this value equal for all the channels the clutter
power σ is then proportional to the area of the resolution
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ceell. As in thhe TSC backkscattering model [11], a wind
direction correcction term has been includedd.
Owing to thhe internal cllutter motion (ICM) the clutter
ecchoes backsccattered from
m the samee spatial poosition
deecorrelate betw
ween the spatiially separatedd receivers, annd this
efffect has been modelled inccorporating a ttemporal covaariance
m
matrix structuree, giving a corrrelation coeffficient
beetween
,
chhannels - andd . A Gaussiian correlationn function hass been
asssumed, which depends oon the baselinne time, the radar
waavelength, thee resolution annd the wind speed [12].
The noise has
h been moddeled as a zzero-mean coomplex
Gaaussian proccess uncorrelated betweeen channels,, i.e.,
), wherre
n ∈ C~N(0, σ
repreesents the iddentity
m
matrix. The nooise power σ is determ
mined by the Noise
Eqquivalent Sigm
ma Zero (NE
ESZ), a meassurement of ssystem
seensitivity [15].
IV. MTII PROCESSING
SBR systemss with multiplle channels alligned in the alongtraack direction provide images of the sam
me scene acquiired at
sliightly differennt positions. Once the imaages have beeen coregistered, the clutter
c
can be cancelled
c
and the targets dyynamic
paarameters cann be estimated. A new opptimized SAR
R-MTI
m
mission has beeen presented in [13], basedd on a multichhannel
coonfiguration w
with non-unifformly displaaced phase ceenters,
ussing external deployable aantennas. It provides impproved
deetection capabbilities for sloowly and sm
mall moving vvessels
coompared to thhe current statte-of-the-art SAR
S
missionss. This
instrument has been
b
used throoughout the sim
mulations.
The Extendeed DPCA (EDPCA) algorrithm, describbed in
[14], has been implemented. An adaptive clutter canceellation
matched beam
m-former (to thhe target of innterest)
jointly with a m
is performed to maximize thee signal to cluutter-plus-noise ratio
(S
SCNR) at the pprocessor’s ouutput.
IIn order to im
mprove the deetection perforrmance, the M
MFB is
ussed prior to MTI processing [7, 14]. Thereefore, it is neccessary
to establish a crriterion to deffine the numbeer of required filters
annd their tuningg. The proposed method to calculate the filters
Dooppler rates consists in m
measuring em
mpirically the pulse
coompression lossses as a funcction of the quuadratic phasee error
beetween the recceived signal and
a the stationnary world maatched

Figg. 3. Scenario laayover depicting the targets locattion and directionns. All
targgets are moving aat 37.8 knots.

Figg. 2. Losses in aamplitude (solid lline) and azimuthhal broadening (ddashed
line) as a function oof slant range acceeleration asr.

filteer (SWMF) at the edges of the captured w
window. Withh this
metthod we can prredict the lossses for a certaiin phase error with
the only knowleddge of the obbservation tim
me and adapt each
i
one of those filterrs to a certain Doppler rate interval.
Thhe points of iinterest are ϕε -3dB = 2.72 raad. and ϕε -6dBB = 5
rad.. which proviide losses of -3 dB and -66 dB respectivvely.
Figuure 2 shows the losses annd broadeningg in azimuth as a
funcction of the sslant range accceleration. As can be seenn, an
acceeleration of 0.22 m/s2 produuces a loss of 3 dB.
T
The necessary number of filters can be caalculated by m
means
of (5). For this, thhe ϕε -3dB point is substitutedd in the chirp pphase
form
mula (i.e: ϕ=π
πkη2), replacinng the time η bby one half of the
targget observationn time (namelyy the edge of the time winddow).
Thee resulting kε -3dB value is the chirp ratee distance in Hz/s
from
m zero to -3ddB point. Theen the -3dB width is obtaained
mulltiplying the previous
p
valuee by 2 for spaanning either sides
s
from
m the center. IIn [9] it is meentioned that for
f target detecction
purpposes, three ffilters are neeeded to coverr a velocity rrange
from
m -30 to 300 m/s. Nonettheless, applyying the prevvious
criteerion and connsidering onlyy the azimuthhal velocities and
typiical SBR num
mbers in X-Baand, with threee filters onlyy the
rangge from -22.5 to 22.5 m/s iss covered. If addditionally, a slant
rangge accelerationns margin from
m -2 to 2 m/s2 is consideredd, the
num
mber of filterss increases to seventeen. Thhe combinatioon of
bothh kinematic parameters can increasee the defocuusing
phennomenon (deppending on thhe signs of vaz and asr), althoough
the across-track aacceleration haas a stronger im
mpact.
F
From the resullting modelledd kinematics iit is observed that,
evenn forcing thee seaworthinesss of all the vessels, the slant
rangge accelerationn within two consecutive spikes 1) is alw
ways
posiitive and 2) nnever exceedss the 9 m/s2 (F
Fig. 5). Thereefore
this value, jointlyy with the observation time shown in Tabble I,
wass used in (5)) to find the relative maxximum chirp rate
diffference with reespect to the S
SWMF. The reesulting valuee was
diviided by the ffilter chirp raate bandwidth to obtain a total
num
mber of 21 filters, whicch is the nnumber of fi
filters
impplemented in thhe MFB for thhe simulation results.
r
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TAB
BLE I
SCENARIO AND RA
ADAR PARAMETER
RS
Sym
mbol

Fig. 4. Simulatoor breakdown structure, showinng separately thhe SAR
F
P
Processing
and M
MTI stages. The output of the azzimuthal MFB feeeds the
E
EDPCA
processoor, which for eacch filter generatees a single MTII image,
C
CFAR
image and a report of the PD for each target.

V. SIMULA
ATION RESULT
TS
The structuree of the SAR
R processor aand MTI blocck are
deepicted in Fig.. 4. Despite of generating tthe clutter andd noise
at SAR image level, their rraw data havee been obtainned by
inverse SWMF SAR processing in orderr to account ffor the
mpact of limiteed SAR resollution and azimuth focusingg with
im
different chirp rates in the MFB. Blackk arrows reprresents
multichannel im
mages for a single layer (i.e: target ssignal,
mu
cluutter or noise)) while the whhite arrows aree the combinattion of
the above (mulltichannel andd multilayer). The arrows sstriped
wiith three liness are image sstreams of muultiple filter ooutputs
wiith multiple layers (the multichannel domain has been
coombined to forrm the EDPCA
A image).
The simulatioons have beenn carried out w
with the param
meters
shhown in Tablee I. The scenaario contains tthree vessels, all of
them moving aat 37.8 knots in the slant range-azimuth
r
h plane
buut with differeent directions (see Fig. 3), rresulting in diffferent
kinnematics for eeach vessel. Inn order to makke a fair compaarison,
alll the RHIBs hhave been moodelled with the
t same maxximum
RC
CS. As can bee seen in Fig. 5 the hull of thhe boats experriences
strrong impacts against the waater which prooduces the spiikes in
the slant range acceleration profile. The processing off these
MFB using connstant Dopplerr rates
accceleration peaaks with a M
results into a seeverely defocuused image (w
with the best ffilter a
was obtained); thus a SAR observation innterval
loss of -10 dB w
exxcluding thesee strong acceleeration peaks hhas been seleccted in
the simulations for all boats (shadowed
(
areea of Fig. 5). Target
w a vaz=8.177 m/s and asr=1.58
=
m/s2, succh that
T22 is moving with
a filter tuned too 5343.8 Hz/ss is expected tto refocus it. T
Target
=
m/s2, is best refocuseed also
T33 with vaz=-255 m/s and asr=0.87
wiith a filter tunned to 5343.8 Hz/s. Target T
T1 moves at vaz= 35
m/
m/s and asr=7.55 m/s2 and it iss foreseen to bbe properly foocused

Figg. 5. Accelerattions profiles forr the three vessels in the slant range
cooordinate. The shaadowed area repreesents the time wiindow within whiich the
SA
AR is acquiring daata.

Parameter

R0
Vp
λ
PRF
F
BW
Wr
BW
Wa
Tobss
vw
θw
H1//3
Tw
NE
ESZ
σ0
c
τ
Poll

Slant rannge to the target att η=0
Platform velocity
Radar waavelength
Pulse reppetition frequencyy
Range prrocessing bandwiddth
Azimuth processing bandw
width
Observattion time
Wind vellocity
Wind dirrection a
Significaant wave height
Wave enncountered period
Noise Eqquivalent Sigma Z
Zero
Clutter siigma-zero
Clutter coorrelation time
Instrumeent polarization

RC
CS

Maximum
m RCS b

a
b

Value
6·105 m
7000 m/s
0.031 m
4183 Hz
62.7 MHz
2.6 KHz
0.49 s
8.25 m/s
-90º
1.802 m
2.66 s
-23 dB
-17.5 dB
11 ms
HH
2 dBsm

Relative to radar llook direction.
R
F all the targetss.
For

by a MFB set to 5703.4 Hz/s. In practice one of the adjaacent
filteers may providde better respoonse than the expected mattched
filteer, owing to tthe fact that kinematics
k
aree time dependdent.
Thiss is the case oof targets T1 annd T3, for whhich filters tuneed to
53221.3 Hz/s and 5680.9 Hz/s ggive an increm
ment of 2.3 dB
B and
1.7 dB respectivvely, compareed with the expected
e
mattched
filteers. Comparedd with the SWM
MF the improvvement factorrs are
9.2 dB for vessel T3 and 133.5 dB for vvessel T1. Sppecial
attenntion has beenn paid to targgets T2 and T33, since their high
radiial velocities produce highh mismatch w
with respect too the
nom
minal range ccell migrationn curvature, resulting in slant
rangge defocusingg [7]. Moreovver for target T2 the high slant
rangge velocity caauses a back-foolding in the Doppler
D
specttrum,
prodducing its breeakup into twoo halves locatted at the edgees of
the spectral domaain.
F
For a duly assessment high across-track velocities shaall be
considered in oorder to corrrect the rangge cell migraation
sufffered. Throughhout the simullations, the ressults obtained with
andd without thee tailored rannge cell miggration correcction
CMC) have beeen comparedd. For target T1
T a static RC
CMC
(RC
has been appliedd since the diffferences can be neglected.. For
RCMC to eachh filter of the bbank
targget T2 and T3 adapting the R
provvided a gain oof 4 dB and 9.11 dB respectivvely referred too the
statiionary RCMC
C reconstructioon.
W
With the SWM
MF, the maxiimum amplituudes of the bboats
werre at -10 dBsm
m. A minimum
m gain of 8 dB is obtained foor all
of tthem with thhe best matchhed filter usiing the preseented
archhitecture, obtaaining a probabbility of detecction after the MTI
proccessing that exceeds the 90% in alll three casess. A
-5
probbability of faalse alarm (P
Pfa
haas been assum
med.
f ) of 10
Figuure 6 shows thhe EDPCA im
mages and the detection mapps at
the output of a coonstant false aalarm rate (CF
FAR) detector.. The
PCA responsee is velocity ddependent [133] and that is why
EDP
the correspondinng processor’ss outputs is different
d
for each
adappted target prrocessing, i.e., T1, with thhe smallest radial
veloocity, has reduuced SCNR cconditions com
mpared to T22 and
T3.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 6. EDPCA images (first row) and CFAR products (second row) applying a Pfa=10-5. Each column represents the results for (a) target 1, (b) target 2 and (c)
target 3, obtained with their respective best-matched filters.
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